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The Maximal Sub Near-Field of a Near-Dumai~ 
WILLIAM KERBY AND HEINRICX WEFELSCEEXO 
It is a well-known fact that the linear transformations x -+ a + b,v, b + 0, 
on a field form a sharply 2-plv-transitive group. More generally, one can 
show that the group of linear transformations on an algebraic structure 
called a near-domain (see Definition A) is sharply 2-ply-transitive, and that 
up to isomorphism as permutation groups, each sharply 2-ply-transitive 
group is isomorphic to the group of linear transformations on an uniquely 
determined near-domain [I, 2, 31. Hence the class of sharply 2-pIy-transitive 
groups is completely characterized by the class of near-domains. As is seen 
in Definition A, every near-field is a near-domain. To the authors‘ knowledge, 
examples of near-domains which ase not near-fields have not been con- 
structed. Hence the question concerning the independence of the axioms 
which define near-domains and those which define near-fields is open. 
Some results on this question are given in [3] and IS]. In particular, a 
result of Zassenhaus [S] states in the terminology used here, that every finite 
near-domain is a near-field (see also [Sj), 
In [3] it was shown that every near-domain contains a uniquely determined 
prime field; namely, the sub near-domain generated by the rnulti~~icati~re 
identity, and hence we may speak of the characteristic of a near-domain. 
This result also means that the system of sub near-fields of a given near- 
domain is non-trivial. In this paper it is shown that every near-domain F 
with char&’ + 0, 2 contains a maximal sub near-field (i.e., a sub near-field 
which contains every sub near-field of F), and if E is the maximal sub near- 
field, then either E =F (i.e., F is itself a near-field) or the multiplicative 
group of F is an infinite extension of that of E (Theorem 2). In Theorem 1 
(the proof is due solely to the first author) a necessaq and su%cient condition 
that a near-domain F be a near-field is given for charF f 0, 2, and this 
result is used in the proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 3 shows that the additive 
loop of any such near-domain can be written as a disjoint union of its commu- 
tative parts, which are in fact additive subgroups. 
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DEFINITION A. A near-domain is a triple (I?, +, .) where F is a set on 
which two binary operations (+) and (.) are defined which satisfy the follow- 
ing axioms: 
F61: (F, +) is a loop (with identity 0), 
Fb2:a+x=O~~r+a=O, 
Fb3: (li*, -) is a group (with identity I, F” = ~~~O~), 
Fb4: 0 . a = 0 for every a EF, 
Fb5:a*(b+c)=a~b+a~cforalla,b,c~F, 
Fb6: For every pair of elements n, 6 EF there exists an element dO,D fF*, 
such that a + (b + s) = (a $ b) + d,,, . x, for every x EF. 
A near-field is a near-domain in which (F, +) is a group. Hence a near- 
domain is a near-field, if and only if dG,b = 1 for every pair a, b EF. Axiom 
Fb2 implies that every a E F has a unique left and right additive inverse which 
will be denoted by -a. The fol~o~~~ing dentities are verified in [I, 3, and 41. 
(1) (if a = 0 = 0 (ii)x2=10x=1,0rx=--1 
(iii) (-1) * a = a * (-1) = --a (iv) d,,, = d,,, = 1 
(v) a + 6 = 0 -3 d*,b = 1 (vi) -a + (a + X) = x’ 
(vii) a + b = dC,,# + a) (viii) dn,a = 1 
(ix) cd, be-l = dCC( cb 
(xi) d,ib,, = da,6 ’ 
(4 d,71b = 4, 
(xii) x + a = b 3 x = --a + d,,,b 
As was shown in [3], (F, +) is power associative (i.e., each element generates 
a group) and we may define a multiplication a * 7a of elements a EF with 
integers R E Z in the usual way without regard to associativity. Further, we 
have don,mm = 1 for all a EF and n, nz E 2. 
Here we shall prove some additional identities for near-domains, some of 
which are needed in later proofs. 
(2) (i) d,,bb = (a + 6) - a 
(ii) da,&+a,e = da,~+edb.e , for all a, 6, c EF 
(iii) L&, = d-b,b+a 
(iv) & = d n,e d e+a,--c+bLb , for all a, 6, c ~8’ 
(V) da,, = .LLd,,,*b,a 
(vi) d,,, = d,,,+-d,,, = 1. 
Proof. (i) By F&6 and (1) (iii), (iv) we have: a + (b - b) = 
(a + 6) - d,,,b + -da,,b = -(a + b) + a 2 d,,,b = (a + b) - a. 
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(ii) By F&,6 and (1) (vii), (ix), (x) we obtain: 
and 
for all a, b, C, x EP. For x = 1 we obtain (ii). 
(iii> Let c = 4 in (ii) and apply (I> (iv), (viii), (sj, then Cf,,L~O+a.--B = 
4.,b-b&--l = 1, and RT,,b = d--b,ti+, . 
(iv> Write (ii) in the form d,+,., = d*~~d=,*~~d*,~, (I) (sj. Now replace 
6 by -c, c by 6, and a by c -I- a, then one obtains hc.tic+u),li = 
AL,,,, d C+(‘.-c+b d -C,b * By (iii) and (1) (vi) we have d,,, = d,,,d,~n,-ct~d-c,b . 
d (“1 F the proof of (1) (xii) [4, (1.X)] one shows for .‘s’ + a = B, that 
- a,b a,2 1 Now by (1) (xii) x -- -a -t da,& ’ thus by (iii) and 
(0 69 (iii) 69 4,b = LaAdaabb = L,n--d,,hb = L,a,~,lc - 
(vi) By (1) (x), do,* = 1 * c&, = 1. Now if da,5 = db,ci, then d& = 1 
and by (lj (ii) ct,,l, ~{l, -I:;. As was shown in [S], dctSb E Z{.F*, .) c da,* = I. 
and we have by (l)(iii), Q’,,, = 1. 
Before proceeding to Theorem 1, a few comments on _F’ and the sharply 
Z-ply-transitive group T(P;) = ((a, b): 32 + a + bx; a, b EF, b + O> are in 
order. In ]3] it was shown that every near-domain of characteristic 3 is a 
near-field. Hence many of the following results are primarily of interest for 
eharF f 3. 
One can readily verify that the binary operation in T(F) is described by 
the equation: 
(3 (a, b\(.a’, b’) = (a + ba’, d,,6aTbb’), for al! (a, 6); <:a’, b’j E T(F). 
Also, as was shown in [l], the involutions J = (a E T(F): aa = zZn, B f id> 
in ~(~~ all have the form (a, - l>, a E F. 
We mav now prove the following theorem. 
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Proof. Suppose F is a near-domain with char F = p, p > 2. By Theo- 
rem 3.1 in [3] the elements of the form ~$3, where 01, /3 E J and U@ f id, all 
have order p. For b E F* determine a E F such that a + b = 1, and define 
01, /3 E J by 01 = (a, -l>, 6 = (--b, -1). Then we have by (l)(xi) and (3) 
a/3 = (a + 6, d& = (1, d,,,,,) = (1, d&. An inductive proof using (3) 
shows that for every i = 1, 2,..., we have: 
where d is a product of elements in D = {$,, : x’, y EF}. 
But ord a$ = ord(1, dl,J = p 3 (1, Iz,,,)* = id = (0, 1). Thus d,,, ~9 
for every 6 E F and we obtain D, C 8. 
If we assume P = {I}, then D, = {l>, which by (l)(ix) implies dfi,b = 
u-ldl,cl-lbu = 1, for all a, b E F, a # 0, and F is a near-field. 
Now let F be a near-field and let s E 9. By (l)(vii) addition in F is commu- 
tative. Ifs f 1, we may determine elements ci+l EF*, i = 1, 2,..., recursively 
by means of the equation 
ci+1 = Ci _ a&, where c1 = 1 - 2~. 
A direct inductive proof shows that 
ci = f. (-l)jXj (j). 





This contradicts cB--l EF*. Hence 9’ = (1). 
Now define the set E = {x EF; x + 1 = 1 + X] = {X E F; dlEx = l> = 
(X EF; d,,, = I> (see (I)(vii), and (2)(vi)). In Theorem 2 below we show 
that E is in fact the maximal sub near-field contained in F for charF > 2. 
We first prove statements (4)-(7), w IL are valid for arbitrary character- h’ .h 
istic. 
(4) If a E E, thm (i) -a E E, (ii) a-l E E for a + 0, and (iii) an E E, fw 
every integer n. 
Proof. Let a E E, then d,,l = dl,a = 1 and a + 1 = 1 + a. By (2)(v) we 
have: 
d,,l = d-da,,a,l * d--a,l = 1 * -a E E. 
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add, la = 1 a d l,cc-~ = 1 * a-l E E. 
We prove (iii) bv induction. Trivially an E E for n = 0, 1. Suppose ak E H 
for k F Z, k > O.-By Fb5,6 and since d,,,k = 1 we have: 
1 + a(1 + k) = 1 + (a + ak) = (1 + aj + d,,,ak = (a f 1) $ ak 
= a + (1 + rE,,,ak) = a + (1 + ak) = a + (ak f I) 
= (a + ak) + dcr,aX. = a(1 + kj + 1. 
Thus a(1 + k) E E. This proves (iii) for positive k and (i) implies (iii) for 
negative k. 
(5) The following statenze?zts are epigalent: 
(i) (E, +, .j is a sub near-field of (F, +, .), 
(iij (E, +, .) is a sub near-domaifz of (F, +, *)! 
(iii) a, b E E = a + b E E, 
(iv) aE, b E E =S ab E E. 
Proof. Obviously (i) * (ii) + (iii). Assume (iii) and let a, 6 E E, then 
l+-(a+bj==(a+B)+l. But by Fb6 l+(a+b)=(l+aj+b= 
(a + 1) + b = a + (1 + b) = a + (b t- 1) = (a + bj + d,,,, . Thus daTb = 
1 for all a, 6 E E. In particular for a f 0 we have da-l,b = 1, (4)(ii), which 
by (l)(ix) implies art,+ql = dl,aa = 1. Thus ab E E and (iv) is valid. 
Suppose (iv) is valid, then by (4)(ii) (E”, .) < (F”, .). For a, b E E we 
have a-9 E E and dct,b = adl,u-lba-l = 1. This in turn implies 1 + (a + 6) = 
(a + b) + d,., = (a + b) + 1, which means a + b E E. Mence (E, +) is a 
subgroup of (F, +) and (E, +, .) a sub near-field of (F, +? ~). 
(6) Let a E E, then b E E e a + (b + a) E E. 
Proof” If b E E, then by Fb6 and (l)(x)(xij we have: 
1 i [a + (b + a)] = (1 + a) + (b + a> = (a + 1) t- (b + a) 
= a + 11 + (b + a)] = a t [V-J t- a) + 4,J 
= [a + (b + a>1 + da,b+cn4,a. = [  + (b + 011 + 1. 
Therefore a + (b + a) E E. 
Nom if a + (b + a) E E, then from above for a replaced by -a and b 
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by a + (6 + a) we have --a + [(a + (B + a)) - a] E E. But byF66 (l)(iii), 
(vi), (xi), and (2)(iii) 
--a + [(U + (b + a)) - a] = [-a + (a + (b + u)>l - d-a,n+(b+u)a 
= (b + a) - &+a,& = (b + a> - do,& 
=b+(u-u)=b 
(7) a, b E E 3 (a + b) 2 E E. 
Proof. If a, b E E, then by (4)(iii) a, b2 E E and by (6), u + (b2 -t u) E E. 
But by Fb5,6 and (I)(vii)(viii), 
(a + b)2 = (a + b) + (a + b) = a + (b + db,& + 4) 
= a + (b + (b + a)) = a + (b2 + a). 
We are now ready to prove the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let F be a near-domain with char F > 2. l’hen F contains a 
maximal sub near-field, namely E = {x E F; N + 1 = 1 + x}, and we have 
either E = F, OT [(F”, .), (E”, .)] is infinite. 
Proof. Suppose u, b E E, then by (4)(iii) and (7), (a + b) 272 E E for every 
integer n. For n = (p + 1)/2 we have a + 6 E E which by (5) implies that 
(E, f, .) is a sub near-field of (F, +, -). Obviously E is the maximal sub 
near-field of F, since if lli is any sub near-field of F and x E N then d,,, = 1 
and we have M C E. 
To prove the latter part of the theorem we proceed as follows: By Theo- 
rem 1 we have D, n E = (11, since E is a near-field and D, C 9. This 
implies DE n E = (I}, for DE = {d,,, : a E F, e E E), since d,,, E E, e E E*, 
* e-ld,,,e E E * d,-I,,, E E 3 de-l,,, = 1, and we have d,,, =: ed,-l,,,e-l = 1. 
Now suppose E + F, and a EF\E. For e, e’ E E we can now prove: 
dCC,eE* = d,,,*E* o e = e’. 
Assume dCE,,,,E* = d,,,,E*, then by (l)(x) de,,ad,,, E E*. By (2)(k) we have 
d,j3,d,,, = de*+n,--et+e = dz,+o,e” for e” = -e’ + e. Thus d&p+,,,- E DE n E, 
which from the above result implies d,,,,,,” := 1. Now the assumption e + e’ 
implies daM-qe,+,,,l = 1 =+ eN-l(e’ + u) E E 5 a E E. This contradicts our 
assumption. Hence I{dGn.eE*: e E E}l = 1 E /. 
Now [(F”, .), (E*, .)I > lVa,,E*: e E E}I and the result follows imme- 
diately if E is infinite. If E is finite the result is obviously valid, since every 
finite near-domain is a near-field. 
As a corollary of Theorem 2 we have: 
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THEOREM 3. Let F Be a near-domain with charF > 2, E its maximal SUE 
near-Jield, and (F, +) its additive loop. The sets aE = (ae; e E Ej = 
{xEF; ax,, = l}, for aEF*, are commutative snbgxm~s of (F, +). These 
gmups aloplg with tlzeir subgroups are the only subgroups of (F, +)~ Further, ze 
knee : 
(i) F = Uo+ aE, 
(ii) aE CT bE = 0, or aE = bE, for a, b E F*, 
(iii) I(aE: a E F*)l = [(F*, .): (E*, .)I. 
Proof. We first note that the equation {ae; e E EJ = (x E F; d,.,, = I> is 
in fact correct. If x = ae, then da,,,, = ad,,,cl = 1, and if dx,, = 1, then 
a4-lz,Ia -Al = 1 * d,-1z,1 = 1 => a-lx E E 3 x E aE. By Fb.5 the mapping 
CT: x + ax, a E F*, is an additive isomorphism on (F, 4-1, and hence an 
isomorphism of (E, +) onto (aE, +). Now if x and 3’ are contained in a 
subgroup of (F, +), then d,,, = 1 and x EYE. Therefore the groups aE, 
a EF* and their subgroups are the only subgroups of (F, +). Since the sets 
aE* are left cosets of (E*. .) in (F”, .) statements (i), (ii) and (iii) are true. 
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